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A leading, global supplier of professional hairdressing and medical equipment,
Takara Belmont Corporation celebrates its 100th anniversary in 2021. To
commemorate the event, the Japan-based company has released its corporate
purpose, “Rise into beauty, Walk into life.” for its next 100 years as well as a logo
commemorating the anniversary. Miki Hiraoka, head of PR at Takara Belmont,
emphasises they remain committed to supporting their customers and adding
value to the industries they serve.

its history. “The business is in the third
the majority of the stock. Their vision is

23

that they want contribute to the
industry that we’ve been supporting for

22

many years. The family knows that the
prosperity of the industry at large is of

21

Takara Belmont was founded in the

Today, the company develops, produces

Japanese city of Osaka in 1921, as a cast

and sells a full range of hair salon

metals manufacturer. A decade later, the

equipment

hair

While Japan remains Takara Belmont’s

company manufactured its first barber

cosmetic products for the hairdressing

main market, they have had an

Another Takara Belmont invention has

chair. The company was able to swiftly

industry, as well as dental and medical

international presence since 1956. “We

been around for decades but is proving

improve its barber chairs to meet

equipment for the medical field. It has

were the fourth Japanese manufacturer

particularly useful now, in the global

customer needs because it fully

overseas subsidiaries in 12 countries and

to establish a presence in the USA,

pandemic: they introduced the world’s

produced such chairs, including their

sells into more than 150 countries,

ahead

Japanese

first fully automated shampoo system

parts. It used the world’s first electric

serving hairdressers, beauticians, nail

multinationals, which is something

back in early 1990. “Now is a difficult

barber chair released in 1962 to expand

artists, dentists and doctors around the

we’re quite proud of,” she points out.

time for many of our customers as some

its market share.

world. Takara Belmont products sold

The Americas now are their top overseas

of them are in lockdown,” says Ms.

The company subsequently leveraged

overseas include hair salon equipment

market, followed by Europe and Asia.

Hiraoka. “But as hairdressing is one of

its expertise in the design of barber

under their own name, LebeL- and

Having such a long history across its key

life’s basic needs, we know they will

chairs to produce dental units. In

ESTESSiMO-branded hair salon-exclusive

verticals (professional hairdressing,

bounce back soon. That’s also what we

addition to its dental equipment

professional cosmetic products, and

medical and dental care) is a key

saw after the global financial crisis. We

business, it has expanded the scope of

Belmont-branded dental and medical

differentiator for Takara Belmont, in Ms.

at Takara Belmont will of course support

its business to target the entire medical

equipment.

Hiraoka’s view. “We know who our

the industry whichever way we can.”

professional

industry, with products including

knows we support them 100 percent.”

of

many

other
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generation now; the family still owns

key importance. And the industry in turn

and
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customers are, and we have done a lot

birthing beds, examination tables for

Ms. Hiraoka, who joined Takara Belmont

of research into what they need. It’s not

Ahead of celebrating its 100th

obstetrics and gynaecology, and

in 2013, points out that the company has

about the price but about the value and

anniversary next year, Takara Belmont

to show the direction of the company

new categories for the professional

ophthalmic surgical chairs.

remained privately owned throughout

quality of our product. What we excel at

has defined in its corporate purpose

over the next 100 years.

hairdressing industry. Even though this

is that we help our customers to

“Rise into beauty, Walk into life”, how

differentiate and diversify, particularly in

the company should aim to contribute

“The commemorative logo is not a

hairdressing.”

to society over the next 100 years. It is

professional design that we ordered,”

is a mature market, we believe we can
continue to add value to it.”

human beings’ universal goal to get

Ms. Hiraoka points out. “One of our own

A good example of this, she highlights,

pleasure from being beautiful in their

employees designed it, and our

is the head spa they invented. The

lives, in the company’s view. Takara

management really liked it as it showed

YUME SPA’s full-flat chair and shampoo

Belmont sees responding to this

our philosophy and our passion, as well

promises to deliver a dream-like

universal desire as its permanent

as the direction we aim to proceed in, in

experience, soothing not only to the

corporate purpose. The commemorative

the next century.”

hair and scalp, but also the soul. It’s a

logo symbolizes a close relationship

concept that elevates shampooing to a

between people and goods the

She is upbeat about the future of Takara

TAKARA BELMONT CORPORATION

holistic spa experience. “We’ve truly

company produces and sells by

Belmont, even though the global

2-1-1,Higashishinsaibashi

added value to the market with this, as

likening the letter “t” in “100th

pandemic is having an impact right now.

Chuo-ku,Osaka

evidenced by the fact that some of the

anniversary” to a person and “h” to a

“We will stay committed to the markets

542-0083 Japan

leading brands in professional hair

chair, which is one of the company’s

we operate in. We have been successful

Website:

dressing have created products around

products. The “person” in the logo

of late with scientific research for the

https://www.takarabelmont.co.jp/global/

the head spa,” says Ms. Hiraoka.

points further beyond the figure “100”

cosmetic industry, and also in creating
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